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Pune, the land of diversity is made up of all sorts of extremes. On the one hand the city has a rich
history of several illustrious dynasties, staunch patriots and artists. While on the other hand, is an
eclectic mix of cosmopolitan culture and contemporary thinking. Pune is a perfect blend between
modern thinking and a glorious past. Historically, identified as the seat of the prominent Maratha
kingdom, now is a hub of educational advancement, technological prosperity and cultural exchange.
It is not only a quintessential student city, but also boasts of young IT professionals forming a major
part of the population. So whether you come to â€˜The Oxford of the eastâ€™ for your study purposes or for
your business trips, Pune has something to offer for everyone.

With the growing IT culture, increasing standard of living and masses of people coming to the city
from different states & backgrounds for various reasons, accommodation can be an issue.
Especially, if you visit the city frequently for your business trips and ends up splurging a hefty
amount on your stay at hotels in Pune. In such a situation opting for budget hotels in Pune seems
the route to take. Rapidly emerging as the next big city, there is a wide range of hotels in Pune city
to choose from. But, if youâ€™re looking for a fine blend between luxury and budget, then your worries
end just right here!

Rapidly emerging as a preferred option among budget hotels in Pune, Hotel Studio Estique is the
right mix of extremes just like the dynamic city of Pune. Now, who wouldnâ€™t like to be offered a
luxurious stay all fitting in the budget?  Wrapped with contemporary design and elegant aesthetics, it
offers more than 10 different room sizes and designs to choose from according to your budget and
needs. One has an option to opt for its Compact and well-designed rooms that are especially
designed for the individual travelers who are looking for a complete value for the money deal.  The
rooms are attached with a personalized office area that consists of a complete work desk, visitor
chairs and a PC. There are smaller rooms in cool Blues and Classic Floral tones available that can
completely fit into any individual budget.  It also offers health club, airport shuttle, valet parking,
laundry services etc to make your stay all the more comfortable. So fret no more, you certainly have
an option of Hotel Studio Estique where convenience and comfy stay will be offered together.
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Studio Estique - About Author:
The author is a professional content writer specializing in hospitality and tourism industry and has
written authoritative articles on Hotel Management. She is currently assisting Resource
StudioEstique. Visit a Budget Hotel in Pune.
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